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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
Projections of electrical energy sales constitute the foundation
for planning in the electric utility industry. Every distributor of
electric energy, large or small, wholesaler or retailer, should have
sales forecasts available upon which to base its physical and financial
planning. Others associated with the industry, such as regulatory agencies
and suppliers, also need such forecasts.
The purpose of this paper is to develop an econometric model
for forecasting annual industrial kilowatt-hour sales for the state of
Indiana. The model is designed so that State agencies, suppliers and.
individual companies can use the model.
STATE AGENCIES
Regulatory agencies need kiloHatt-hour sales forecasts and an
understanding of the basis on which these forecasts are made in the per-
formance of their regulatory functions of rate review, facilities evalu-
ation, purchased pOHer agreements, merger revieH, etC. Forecasts Hill
also help them to compile statistical data for the information of the
public, legislative and other governmental bodies, academic institutions
and manufacturers.
A survey conducted by the public Service Commission of Indiana
showed. that during the next five years ending 1975, the five investor
owned electric utilities in Indiana will spend over $2.5 billion on con-
I
2struction. Since the Public Service Commission must approve these con-
struction programs, accurate forecasts of future sales would be an invalu-
able tool in evaluation of these programs.
State agencies can also use a forecast of industrial kilo~att-hour
sales as an indicator of industrial activity in the State. The model will
point out the industries that have a significant economical impact on
Indiana.
SUPPLIERS
Manufacturers and other suppliers to the electric utility industry
rely on forecasts in order to plan the manufacturing capability required
for the production of generators, turbines, transformers, line materials
and. other utility plant equipment. Fuel suppliers are also guided by
sales forecasts. continued growth in the use of electric power has de-
manded and produced new technological developments in all components of
electric utility plant. It is through the use of forecasts that the
industry can anticipate the limitations of equipment currently in use
and engage in the necessary research and development to make equipment
available to meet future requirements.
CO~lPANIES
The purpose a company has for a forecast usually determines the
time period to be covered. The model in this paper "ill deal with short-
term forecasts (1 to 2 years) and intermediate-term forecasts (4 to 6
years) •
Short-Term Forecasts
For the short-term forecasts, as for the forecasts for the
3
immediate future, the fixed costs for generation and transmission have
been established. However, in addition to being the basis for budgeting
and planning operations for the lowest incremental energy costs, the
short-term forecast is used for establishing maintenance schedules, for
determining budget allocation for fuel and purchase power and for adjust-
ments to construction programs.
Intermediate-Term Forecasts
The intermediate-term forecast covers the most critical time span
in terms of planning of phYSical faCilities, since lead time for adding
generating capacity is generally of this length. Therefore based on
this forecast the final commitment to build generating plants must be
made.
This involves such decisions as where and vThat kind of facility
to build, whether to contract for power purchases or sales with neigh-
boring utilities, and, if a facility is to be built, securing permits,
licenses, etc. Sales forecasts can also be useful in outlining distribu-
tion needs, performing rate and economic studies and undertaking associated
corporate planning.
Reliance on a dependable supply of electricity has been an im-
portant element in the evolution of the living habits of Americans as
well as the country's industrial operations. The reliability of service
demanded by the American people requires that power be available for use
whenever the demand occurs and whatever its magnitude. The fact that
there may be equipment failure or natural disturbances that render certain
equipment inoperative is seldom considered an acceptable reason for
the interruption of the bulk supply of electric power. As a result, the
industry must plan reserve and. standby systems for such contingencies.
4Accurate forecasts play an essential part in providing effective reserve
1and standby arrangements. The needs far additional generating, trans-
mission and distribution facilities, the carrying cost of l'lhichrepresents
a major portion of the total annual cost of a utility system, are
largely determined from forecasts. Provision of adequate service to the
consumer at the lowest cost compatible ~llth maintaining an adequate net
income for the utility system depends heavily on accurate sales forecast.
Substantial forecasting errors, therefore, can lead to inadequate
service, unduly high costs to the consumer and inadequate income for the
system.
Because of the critical role intermediate-term forecasts play,
the consequences of error in such forecasts are the most serious.
Forecasts uhich are too levi could result in the use of heavily loaded
transmission and distribution facilities with associated higher line
losses and reduced reliability. Low forecasts could require purchases
of higher cost poner from neighboring utilities and could even result in
curtailment of load. F'orecasts which are too high, on the other hand,
cuase problems of equal severity. This could lead to the construction
of unneeded generation, transmission and distribution facilities and
Forecasts are also the starting point for financial planning. The
thus to higher cost electric service.
capacity and fuel strategies discussed on the preceding pages are based
on these forecasts and in turn are translated into financial requirements.
The carrying charge on plant and the cosi of fuel are major costs of
1Load Forecasting Hethodology Corunittee, The I1ethodology of
Load Forecastin A He ort to the Federal Power Cgmmission (Washington
D. C.: Federal Power Commission, 19 9 , Chapter 2, p. 7.
5
operating an electric utility. Estimates of many of the remaining costs
are also based on sales forecasts, as are estimates of revenue. Sales
forecasts are the basis of revenue planning. Together these factors form
a financial plan. In addition, they are used to make rate analysis and.
to develop a comprehensive marketing plan.
Chapter 2
CURRENT FORECASTING I1EI'HODS
The number and kinds of forecasting methods used vary considerably
from utility to utility. Several methods are commonly used. Differences
in methods result in part from variations in economic and. geographic
conditions, system characteristics, and conposition of sales in the utility
areas, and in part from variations in YJIorl1edgeof forecasting methods.
There are tvro basic quanti ties to forecast in the electric util-
ities industry, peak demand and total energy sales. Peak demand is
defined as the maximum load on an electrical system during a specific
time period. Usually this time period is an hour. Energy sales are
defined as the quantity of electricity thai a consumer uses and. are
expressed in kilouatt-hours.
FEDERAL POHER C0l1MISSION SURVEY
In order to determine the present state of forecasting in the
electric utility industry, the Federal POvler Commission in 1969 conducted
2a survey. The sample of companies was selected with the objective of
including all types of systems, all areas of the country and all types of
forecasting methodology rather than on a random basis.
About half of the reporting utilities prepare energy sales
forecasts as the primary forecasts, with peak demands obtained by use
I ~Load Forecasting rvIethodologyCommittee, 'rhe Nethodology of Load
F orecast~ng, A Report. to the Federal Fouer Commission (vlashington D.C.:Federal Pouer Commiss~on. 1969). '
6
7of a load factor relationship. The other half prepare peak demand
forecasts directly.
About a third of the reporting utilities indicate use of simple
methods of forecasting which include graphic projections and the use of
historical grol'rthrates. Their forecasts are usually intermingled with
judgment and influenced by considerations of the business cycle and
other economic factors. Depending on the sales and growth characteristics
of the system, such methods often can be effective.
Another third of the utilities reported use of mathematical
methods involving logarithmic curves and exponential growth curves.
These are simple mechanical methods of extrapolation with the ultimate
results being influenced by judgment. Other companies select the type
of curve based on the relationship of its mathematical cne,racteristics
to the grouth characteristics of the system. A few utilities reported
use of correlation or models through which customers and sales are
related to demographic and. economic factors.
QUANTITATIVE NEl'lIODS
Current quantitative forecasting methods can be grouped into two
general categories: extrapolation and correlation. Extrapolation is based
upon the assumption that future grmrth viII be a continuation of past
patterns of groHth. Specific methods include compound rates of growth,
annual increments, fitting of mathematical growth curves and use of graphs
of historical data. Extrapolation often produces acceptable results because
electrical loads exhibit stable grouth over rather long periods. Houever,
companies relying predominantly upon this method may fail to recognize
underlying changes which eventually nill affect future gronth.
8Correlation relates electric poner sales to selected associated
factors. Correlation methods include scatter diagrams, simple correlation,
multiple correlation and, simple or complex models. Results from
these techniques, especially the more sophisticated methods, cannot be
accepted at face value but must be evaluated in terms of the theories
underlying the techniques. Correlation analysis does provide insight
into the causes of past growth and its variations and quantifies relation-
ships between sales and factors vlhich affect sales. This leads to a
clearer und.e'ra'band.Lng of the factors nhich cause growth and of their
rela tive importance. Further, when forecasts devLa te from actual loads,
the correlation approach is helpful in identifying causes of deviation.
One problem associated rlith correlation methods is the need to
obtain and select forecasts of these associated factors, i. e., indepen-
dent variables such as popu'La'td.on, employment, etc. There 1s no assurance
that this can be done with any greater accurd.cy than forecasting electric
sales directly. Despite this difficulty, correlation is useful because
it forces the forecaster to consider and analyze future sales in a
context of factors which affect sales rather than as a completely inde-
pendent event.
It is important, however, that companies avoid the mistake of
drawing conclusions from correlations which have a high degree of
statis,tical Significance but no logical relationship.
SPECIAL INFORMATION AND JUDG~lli!IT
Although extrapolation and correlation are fundamental tools of
sales forecasting, they are not generally sufficient to assure the best
results. Two additional ingredients that are often important to the
9development of a sound, sales forecast are the use of special information
and the exercise of informed judgment.
Special information is used to modify or reinforce the forecast.
Examp.Las include opinions of industrial plant managers as to probable
future sales, predictions of business activity and, area national electric
power forecasts. Such information is not only an important indication
of definite future planning for electric consumption by others, but also
it is a stimulant to the company in thinking about the possibility of
neu trends.
Chapter 3
METHODOLOGY OF FORECASTING MODEL
This chapter will describe the methodology to be used in the
forecasting model. A multiple regression equation will be developed
for each of the investor owned electric utilities in the State. After
examining graphs of industrial sales for each of the companies, a
linear equation was selected as the best type of equation to be used
in forecasting. These five multiple regression equations will be the
basis for forecasting industrial electrical sales for the State. In
1970 the companies listed below accounted for 17,507,000 meganatt-hour
sales to industrial customers in Indiana. This represents 96% of
the total industrial power sales in the State. The other 4% represents
concerns that generate their own electrical power. The five investor
owned electric utilities are listed below:
Indiana and l1ichigan Electric Company
Indianapolis Power and Light Company
Northern Indiana Public Service Company
Public Service Company of Indiana, Inc.
Southern Indiana Gas and Electric Company
The map on the folloHing page ShOHS the territories serviced by each
of the companies.
A questionnaire was sent to each of these companies in order to
determine the industrial composition of their service territories, current
forecasts methods used by the utilities, and expected industrial sales
growth in their territories. Listed on page 12 are the questions that
were asked.
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1. The ten largest, in terms of kilmmtt-hours sales, types of
industries, as defined by the Cornmerce Department standard
industrial codes, that your company served in 1971 and also
the kilowatt sales these same industries had in 1962.
2. Your company's forecast for industrial sales for 1972 through
1976. Also a short description of how your forecasts are
developed .•
The results of this questionnaire will be discussed in Chapter 4.
A historical database of eighteen years l"lillbe used. To use
a larger database would result in using kil0l-latt-hours sales that were
previously classified. in different revenues categories. The Uniform System
of Accounts prescribed for Public Utilities and Licensees by the Federal
Power Commission designates operating revenue accounts. This insures
uniformity in reporting industrial kilowatt-hour sales from electric
utilities.
Using the information obtained from the questionnaire and also
the demographic characteristics of the counties served by each of the
utilities a list of variables to be used in the multiple regression
equations 'liasselected and is listed below I
Aluminum Production
Steel Production
Chemical Production
Time
Private Housing Starts
Population Gronth
u.S, Industrial Electrical Sales
Gross National Product
Industrial Production Ind.ex
Total Employment
Unemployment Rate
\feekly Initial Claims Unemployment Insurance
Manufacturing Employment
Business Capital Expenditures
New Orders Durable Goods Industry
13
Factory Sales - Autos, Buses, Trucks
Construction Contracts, Commercial ~nd Industrial
Contracts and Orders, Plant and Equl.:pment
Because of the availability of both historical and. forecasted data
national statistics will be used.
In order to forecast industrial sales in Indiana for the next
five years, forecasts for the ind.ependent variables in the multiple
regression equations had to be obtained. A number of organizations
publish forecasts of various segments of the national economy. Perhaps
the most wid.ely used source in the electric utility industry is the
NcGravr-Hill publication Electrical Vlorld in which forecasts of a group
of related indicators are presented each September.
The multiple linear regression equation will be developed by a
step-wise regression method. Standard statistical tests for significance
of the regression and. closeness of fit of the regression equation will
be used. The major ones used are listed below along with a short description.
Coefficient of Determination - The percent of variation in the
dependent variable associated l-tithvariation in the independent variables.
Partial Correlation Coefficient - Measures the net effect of
changes in the individual independent variables, with the other held
constant.
Tests Using the F Distribution - .1m over-all test of vthether
or not the regression is Significant.
Tests Using the T Distribution - ~ test of whether the regression
coefficients are significantly different from zero.
Standard Error of Estimate - A measure of the dispersions of
the observed points about the regressLon equation.
The variables selected for incluslon into the final equations
for each of the utility companies were the ones with the highest percent
of variation in sales which was associated with variation in the inde-
pendent variables. Also the availability of reliable forecasts for
the independent variables played an important part in selecting the final
,
i:a
variables to be included into the equaticns.
The historical data used in each of the multiple regression
equations "las unadjusted. Companies may want to adjust kilowatt-hour
sales to make them uniform in definition and coverage in order to increase
their usefulness in forecasting. Significant changes in sales resulting
from local strikes, plant shut-downs or other sales interruption can
be added back to determine what the total sales might have been.
1
'1
"j
1
,1
"
,,'
Chapter 4-
FORECASTING EQUAT:ONS
This chapter will present the multiple regression equations for
forecasting industrial kilowatt-hour sales for each of the investor
owned electric utilities. Also the analysis used to select the variables
in each of the equations will be presented.
INDIANA AND rlICHIGAN ELECTRIC COMPANY
Indiana and Michigan's service territory covers the northeastern
portion of Indiana and. also a small portion of the extreme northern part of
Indiana. Hithin these two areas are two major metropolitan areas; Fort
Wayne and South Bend. In the 1970 census these two cities had a total
population of 177.671 and 12.5,.580respectively. The total population
in Indiana and. Michigan's service territory is approximately 1,120,000.
This represents about 23% of the total population of the State.
Industrial Characteristics
To analyze Indiana and. Michigan's current industrial character-
istics and. the trend that has occurred in the past, a table showing the
10 largest, in terms of kilowatt-hours sold, types of industries that
Indiana and Michigan served in 1970 and also the sales these same
industries had in 196.5. is presented on the following page.
1.5
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Table 1
Ten Largest Types of Industries Served b~ Indiana and Michigan127) 1962
KHH Percent KVlH Percent
Industry Sales Of Total Sales Of Total
(ODD's) (OOO's)
1. Transportation 827,394 23.9% 853,602 30.5%
2. Electric Hachinery 514,l144 14.8 LH8,146 15.0
3. Fabricated Metals 468,862 13.5 210,374 7.5
4. Primary Hetals 465,489 13.4 392,927 14.1
5. Stone, Clay & Glass 253,173 7.3 176,869 6.3
6. Rubber & Plastic 236,878 6.8 179,112 6.4
7. Machinery 191,359 5.5 177,925 6.4
8. Food. & Kindred 176,819 5.1 119,249 4.3
9. Chemical 102,699 3.0 59,988 2.1
10. Paper Products 1021284 ~ 621412 2.2
Total 2,339,401 26•2% 2,620,605 ~
Total Industrial
Sales 2111-681000 100.0'% 2,796,000 100.0%--
As can be seen by the above table Indiana and I1ichigan's industrial
sales are highly related. to the transportation industry. This is indicated
in the table Vlhere in 1965, a boom year in car sales, this industry accounted
for over 3Wb of total industrial power sales and in 1970, a slack year for
car sales partly because of the strike at General Motors, this industry
accounted. for only 24% of total industrial power sales. The South Bend
area's economy during the mid fifties l'faS linked almost entirely to the
automobile industry, honever today, vrith Studebaker no longer producing
cars, they are more closely related to the machinery industry, The Fort
vlayne area is becoming known as a distribution center. There are 20 large
centers located in the metropolitan area.
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Forecasting Equation
Using the analysis on the preceding page different combinations
of independent variables listed. on page 12 ~iere selected and tested in a
stepldse regression program. Listed beloH is the multiple regression
equation that explained the highest percent of the variation in industrial
sales for Indiana and I1ichigan.
Table 2
r'lultiple Regression Analysis of Industrial Power Sales
for Indiana and T1ichigan
Regression Conputed Partial Correlation
Ind.epend.ent Variables Coefficient T-Value Coefficj_ent
Time 49.l1-44 4.756 .786
FRB Production 2.503 8.236 .911
Factory sales autos,
trucks, buses 0.027 2.151 .499
Coefficient of Determination = .996
Intercept = -262.553
Standard error of estimate = 53 ..90l}
The regression is significant using
the F distribution at .05, F = 121~2.925
The residuals that this equation produces are listed on the
following page along with a forecast of industrial sales for Indiana and
Nichigan for 1972 through 1976. Actual sales along with the regression
equation forecast and the Company forecast are charted on page 19.
18
Table 3
Table of Residuals for Indiana and Michigan
Actual EstimatedYear Sales Sales Residuals
1954 1325 1260 651955 1573 1543 301956 1587 1598 -111957 1676 1675 11958 1564 1569 -51959 1853 1834 191960 1931 1948 -171961 1938 1979 -411962 2214 2205 91963 2370 2387 -171964 2514 2572 -581965 2796 2856 -601966 3128 3103 251967 3135 3170 -351968 3358 3408 -501969 3566 3567 -11970 3467 3466 11971 3720 3574 146
Table 4
Regression Equation Forecast
for Indiana and Michigan
Year Kwh
1972 37991973 4006
1974 4238
1975 4486
1976 4696
Sources of forecasts for independent variables:
Time
FRB Production Index - Leonard M. Olmsted, "22nd Annual Electrical
Industry Forecast," Electrical World, Vol.
176, No.6, Sept. 15, 1971, p. 44.
Factory Sales Autos, Trucks and Buses - Automobile Mfrs. Association
, CHART 2
INDIANA a MICHIGAN
INDUSTRIAL SALES
MWH
(MILLIONS)
, 4.9
4.3
3.7
3.1
2.5
1.9
19
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1954
REGRESSION EQUATION FORECAST
COMPANY FORECAST
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Current Forecasting Method
Indiana and Michigan currently forecasts industrial kilo~mtt-hour
sales by extrapolating past trends. Also particular significance is
attached to reports coming from Detroit as to the estimated number of
automobiles to be produced. Listed beloH are the industrial sales fore-
casted by Indiana and Nichigan. Also for comparison are the industrial
sales forecasted by the regression equation.
Table .5
Comparison of Regression Equation Forecast
with Indiana and. Michigan's Forecast
Company Regression
Year Forecast ~uation Forecast Difference
1972 3860 3799 61 :>
4000 4006 -6 (11973 .~,;~
I:::
1974 4200 4238 -38 [,I
"
"
1975 4450 4486 -36
1976 46.50 4696 -46
The differences between the foreca.sts are not large, the regression
equation forecast being slightly more for 1973 through 1976 and slightly
less in 1972. The total percentage increase estimated by the Company
for the period 1972 through 1976 is 21 pexcent while the regression
equation forecasts a 24 percent increase.
Future Industrial Growth
The regression equation forecast and the Company forecast indicate
accelera ted grovTth for industrial po,rer sales in Indiana and I1ichiganIs
service territory. For the previous five year period, 1967 to 1971,
industrial pOl-Tersales greil at a 4.4 percent annual compound growth rate.
The regression equation and the Company forecast groHth rates of 5.5 percent
~~=-===~~==~----------- .~---------------------------~
21 ;:a:
and 4.8 percent, respectively, for the period 1972 to 1976. In the future,
as in the past, fluctuations in industrial sales for Indiana and. Michigan
Hill largely be determined by the activity of the auto industry. Current
estimates by the Indiana Employment Security Division indicate that
employment in the State in the transportation equipment industry nill.
from 1967 to 1975, decrease from 99 thousand to 97.7 thousand, a decrease
of 8.4 percent.3 This might explain the moderate forecast of industrial
power sales for Indiana and I1ichigan.
SOUTHERN INDIANA GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY
Southern Indiana's service territory covers the southHestern
portion of Indiana. The majority of its population is in and centered
.'1";
around Evansville. Total population served is 281,900. This represents
approximately 5 percent of the total State population. Its service I":'
territory covers all or part of seven counties and is bounded on the south
by the Ohio River and on the west by the L'labashRiver.
Industrial Characteristics
1'.1
, ,
To analyze Southern Indiana's current industrial characteristics
and the trend that has occurred in the past, a table showing the 10
largest, in terms of kilowatt-hours sold, types of industries that
Southern Indiana served in 1971 and also the sales these same industries
had in 1962, is presented on the follovTing page.
3I1artin v[. Heller, Indiana HanpoHer Projections, 1967-1975
(Indianapolis: State of Indiana, Indiana Employment Security Division1970), p. 7. '
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Table 6
Ten Largest Types of Industries Served b~ Southern Indiana
1971 1962
KYlH Percent KIm PercentIndustry Sales Of Total Sales Of Total
(OOO's) (OOO's)
1. Primary I1etals 242,242 24.9% 9,097 2.4%
2. Electric Machinery 138,881 14.3 79,817 21.3
3. Chemical 137,428 14.1 25,383 6.8
4. Coal lUning 118,10/} 12.1 55,144 14.7
5. Food and. Kindred 71,260 7.3 47,668 12.7
6. Fabricated I1etals 61,894 6.4 19,410 5.2
7. Rubber and Plastic 54,154 5.6 19,001 5.1
8. Petroleum and Coal 32,375 3.3 35,175 9.4
9. Nachinery 28,777 3.0 33,515 9.0
10. Furniture 9,175 __l!.Q 6,142 1.6
Total 894,290 92.fY/o 330,352 88.2%
'l'otalIndustrial
Sales 974,476 100.Q% 224!212 100.0%
As the above table indicates primary metals account for nearly
25 percent of Southern Indiana's total industrial sales in 1971. This
industry has ahojrn tremendous growth since 1962 when it accounted for less
than 3 percent of total industrial sales. The Alcoa aluminum plant
located in Evansville has accounted for a large part of this groHth.
Chemical products and fabricated. metal products also shon substantial
increases. Coal mining, electric machinery, and food and kindred
products sbow an increase in Icilovmtt-hours sales but ehow a declining
percent of total industrial sales.
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Forecasting Equation
Using the analysis on the preceding page different combinations
of ind.ependent variables listed on page 12 nere selected and tested in
a stepvrise regression program. Listed be.l.ox is the multiple regression
equation that explained the highest percent of the variation in industrial
sales for Southern Indiana.
Table 7
Multiple Regression Analysis of Industrial POHer Sales
for Southern Indiana
Regression Computed Partial Correlation
Independent Variables Coefficient T-Value Coefficient
Time -42.98LI- -2.528 -.560
Aluminum Production 0.245 2.004 .473
Chemical Production 4.033 1.395 .350
Coefficient of Determination = .969
Intercept = -315.782
Standard error of estimate = 46.298
The regression is significant using
the F distribution at .05, F = 144.841
The residuals that this equation produces are listed. on the
follmring page along ~rith a forecast of industrial sales for Southern
Indiana for 1972 through 1976. Actual sales along Hith the regression
equation forecast and the Company forecast are c~arted on page 25.
2L~
Table 8
Table of Residuals for Southern Indiana
Actual Estimated
Year Sales Sales Residuals
1954 284 286 -2
1955 306 317 -11
1956 298 326 -28
1957 323 295 28
1958 304 240 64
1959 320 349 -29
1960 338 3ll-9 -11
1961 376 303 73
1962 374 365 9
1963 415 L}22 -7
1964 456 482 -26
1965 489 541 -52
1966 560 619 -59
1967 686 706 -20
1968 677 732 -55
1969 953 890 63
1970 910 908 2
1971 974 915 59
Table 9
Regression Eguation Forecast
. for Southern Indiana
Year Kwh
1972 1018
1973 1137
1974 1268
1975 1416
1976 1564
Sources of forecasts for independent variables:
Time
Aluminum Production - Olmsted, p, 114.
Chemical Production - NeGran-Hill Publications Oompany Economics Dept.;
"25th Annual McGraw-Hill Survey, Business' Plans
For Naw Ple.nts a.nd Equipment, 1972-75," April
28, 1972, p. 17.
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Current F'orecasting IvJethod
The marketing department develops the energy forecasts for Southern
Indiana. Future industrial sales are forecasted. on the basis of past
trends. Also large industrial customers are contacted as to their future
povre r needs. These tuo procedures along vTi th the best judgment of the
management formulate the sales forecast.
Listed beloH are the industrial sales forecasted by Southern
Indiana. Also for comparison are the industrial sales forecasted by the
regression equation.
Table 10
Comparison of Regression Equation Forecast
vrith Southern Indiana's Forecast
Company Regression
Year Forecast Equation Forecast Difference
1972 1012 1018 -6
1973 1090 1137 -47
1971~ 1176 1268 -92
197.5 1272 1416 -141~
1976 1376 1564- -188
'l'hedifferences betll'eenthe forecasts are aomewha t large, the
regression equation forecast being approximately 10 percent higher than
the Company forecast. The -cotal percentage increase estim~:~ed by the
Company for the period 1972 through 1976 is 36 percent Hhile the regression
.equation fcrocaate a .51.}percent increase.
Futuro Indmrbrial GrOll'th
The regreSSion equation forecast indicates a faster ra.to of groH'bh
for industrial poHer sales in Southern Indiana's service territory for the
next fj,ve years. F'or the previous five year period, 1967 to 1971,
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industrial power sales grew at a 9.2 percent compound rate of grovTth.
The regression equation and. the Company forecast grmlth rates of 11.3
percent and 8.0 percent, respectively, for the period 1972 to 1976.
Southern Indiana is the only company of the five investor owned utilities
in Indiana vThere the marketing department develops the forecasts. They
may consider their forecast as a goal, and a low one at that, rather
than a forecast for planning purposes of wbat industrial sales might be in
the future. Southern Indiana's future industrial sales growth v1111 largely
depend on the aluminum industry. This one industry accounts for over one
fourth of Southern Indiana's total industrial power sales.
PUBLIC SERVICE INDIANA
Public Service Indiana'S service territory, the largest of the
five investor ovmed electric utilities in Indiana, covers the central and
southern portions of Indiana. In the 1970 censuS some of the counties
showing the largest population increases are the ones surrounding Harion
County. All these counties are served by Public Service Indiana. Public
Service Indiana serves a population of 1,600,000. 'rhis represents 30
percent of the total population of the state.
IEd.ustrial Characteristics
To analyze Public Service Indiana'S service territory industrial
characteristics and the trend that has occurred in the past 10 years, a
table showing the 10 largest, in termS of kilowatt-hours sales, types
of industries that public Service Indiana served in 1971 and also the
sales these same industries had in 1962, is presented on the following
page.
____ .=="""!!!111~-
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Table 11
Ten Largest TlEes of Industries Served b;yPublic Service Ind.iana1971 1962
Indust;y,
rom Percent 10m Percent
Sales Of Total Sales Of Total
1. Primary 11etals
(OOO's) (OOO's)
849,914 19.9% 381,440 17.Lv;(,
2. Chemical 494,lJl+l~ 11.5 187.9
48 8.6
3. 'rransportation 452,842 10.6
214,575 9.8
4. Stone, Clay & Glass 429,087 10.0 280,908
12.8
5. Electric Hachinery 272,745
6.ll- 133,690 6.1
6. Hachinery 232,763 5.4
92,739 4.2
7. Food and Kindred 222,043
5.2 126,826 5.8
8. Rubber & Plastics 16LI-,085 3.8
104.698
"
4.8 li~~(
9. Fabricated Metals 158•621
3.7 65.953
:c
3.0 :1'
10. Paper 149,32.2 __:h.2
80,014
I
-
3.6
Total lt425,871
80.0% 1,668,721 76.1%-
Total Industrial
Sales 412811628
100.CY;& 2112414:22 100.0%-
In analyzing the 10 years from 1962 through 1971,
primary metal
production is the largest user of electrical pOHer in Public Service
Indiana's territory accounting for 19.9';&of total industrial sales in
1971 and 17.4% in 1962. Chemical production, transportation equipment
production, electric machinery production and machinery production ShOH
substantial increases, lfhilestone, clay and glass products, food and
kindred, products. rubber and miscellaneous plastiCS production ShOH
decreasing percentages. The above table indicates that the trend in
industrial sales for public Service Indiana is tOlfarcismore sales in the
durable goods industries.
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Forecasting Equation
Using the analysis on the preceding page different combinations
of independent variables listed on page 12 were selected and tested
in a stepwise regression program. Listed belo1'fis the multiple regression
equation that explained the highest percent of the variation in industrial
sales for Public Service Indiana.
Table 12
f1ultiple Regression Analysis of Industrial Power Sales
for Public Servi£e Indiana
Regression computed
Partial Correlation :::,
!gd.epend.ent Variables Coefficient
T-Value Coefficient (':,1
Time -45.636 -1.93
4 -.460
r
I
Aluminum Production 1.228 8.5
07 .916
!:
Factory sales autos,
trucks, buses 0.054
2.077 .486
Intercept = -437.137
Standard error of estimate ~ 128.558
Coefficient of Determination = .984
The regression is significant using
the F distribution at .05, F = 277.491
The residuals that thiS equation produces are listed on the
follo>ring page along witb a forecast of industrial sales for Public Service
Indiana for 1972 through 19'/6. Actual sales along lfith the regression
equation forecast and the Company forecast are charted on page 31.
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Table 13
Table of Residuals for Public Service Indiana
Actual Estimated
!§E Sales Sales
Residuals
1954 1695 1666 29
1955 1910 1887
23
1956 2016 1859 157
1957 1783 1792
-9
1958 1624 1533
91
1959 1878 2050
-172
1960 1919 2139
-220
1961 2020 1894
126
1962 2194 2192
2
1963 2359 2434
-75
1964 2656 2693
-37
1965 2914 2992
-78
1966 3161 3168
-7
1967 3298 3420
-122
1968 3716 3450
266
1969 4031 4035
-4
1970 4081 4111
...;30
1971 4282 4224
58
Table 14
Regression Equation Forecast
-for Public Service Indiana
Year Kwh- -
1972 4587
1973 5
010
1974 547
l}
1975 5973
1976 6510
Sources of forecasts for independent variables:
Time
Aluminum production - Olmsted, p. 44.
Factory Sales Autos, Trucks and Buses - Automobile Mfrs. Association
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Current Forecasting Nethod,
The budget section developS the energy forecasts for Public Service
Indiana. Future industrial sales are forecasted on the basis of past
trends. All' d J.so arge l.nustrial cusvomers are contacted as to their future
povrer needs. These tvlO procedures along vrith the best judgment of the
management formulate the sales forecast.
Lis'ced,belol'lare the industrial sales forecasted by Public Service
Ind.iana. Also for comparison are the industrial sales forecasted by the
regression equation.
'fable 1.5
Comparison of Regression Equation Forecast
rdth Public Service Indiana' s Forecast
Company -"-Regression
~ Forecast
~uation Forecast Difference
1972 4612
l~587 2.5
1973 .5022 5010
12
197LI- .547LI- .547
LI-
0
197.5 5973
5983 ...10
1976 6.510 6482
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equation forecast being approximately 1percent less than the Company
fo~ecast. The total percentage increase estimated by both the Company
and. the regression equation for the period 1972 through 1976 is Ln percent.
The differences be'tween the forecasts are nob large, the regression
~ture Industrial Growth
Both the Company forecast and 'cheregression equation forecast
indicate a faster rate of groVlth for industrial pmmr sales in public
Service Indiana' s service tcrri tory during the next five years. For the
previ fi . d 1967 to 1971 industrial power sales grew at a
ous ve year perl.O '
6.8 percent annual compound rate of growth. Both the regression equation
33
and. the Company forecast a growth rate of 9.0 percent for the period 1972
to 1976. Future growth in industrial power sales Hill largely depend on
the activity of the primary metal industry and also other durable goods
industries. Hith the availability of an abundant supply of land. for
industrial expansion, public Service Indiana has the potential for high
industrial pOifer sales growth. The counties surrounding 1-1arionCounty
which have already experienced a large population increase in the past 10
years may in the future experience a similar expansion in industrial activity.
INDIANAPOLIS POWER AND LIGHT
Indianapolis power and Light Company's service territory is the
smallest of the five investor owned electric utilities covering only
Marion County. Total population served is approximately 750,000. This
represents 12 percent of total state population.
'l'heIndianapolis area has long been recognized as having a broad
economic base iiith an abundant supply of labor.
,."""
Industrial Characteristics
'I'oanalyze Indianapolis pouer and Light's service terri tory in-
dustrial characteristics and the trend that has occurred in the past 10
years, a table showing the 10 largest, in terllls of kilowatt-hours sales,
tyPes of industries that Indl.aIlapolis powerand Light served in 1971 and
also the sales these same industries had in 1962, is presented on the
following page.
l
Ofi Indianapolis power and Light's broad economic
This table exemp ~ eSbase. f °ndustries accounted for only 52 percent of
The 10 largest types 0 J.
total industrial power sales in 1971•
ThiS is the lowest among the Indiana
companies.
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Table 16
Ten Largest T es of Industries Served b1971mm Percent Percent
Indust,;x
Sales Of Total Sales Of Total
(ODD's) (ODD's)
1. Transportation 631,167 18.4%
397,085 14.1%
2. Electric r1achinery 322,075 9.3
193,666 6.9
3. Food and Kindred 183,321 5.3
9LI-,853 3.4
4. Chemical 182,237 5.3
146,37LI- 5.2
5. Primary Metals 170,046
4.9 91,270 3.2
6. Nachinery llLI-,595 3.3
69,981 2.5
7. Petroleum 61,229
1.8 l}O,169 1.4
8. Fabricated Hetals 58,967
1.7 l}O,798 1.4 !::~
9. Rubber & PlastiC 48,128
1.4 44,968
(:I
1.6 '"~,."
10. Printing 39,116
1.1 18,362 .sa-
Total 1!8101881
__5b21o 1,1372226 40.4% ",."
'I'ota.I, Industrial
Sales lt45Zr 000
100.0% ~!820! 000 100.0%- -
In analyzing the 10 years from 1962 to 1971 the transportation industry
has remained the largest user of electrical pmrer. This is no surprise.
The Indianapolis area has long been linked to the highly volatile
automobile industry. As the above table indicates the transpOrtation
industry in 1971 accounted for a higher percentage of total industrial
kilov:att-hour sales than in 1962. ot.hertypes of industry shoning sub-
stantial increases in the 10 year period are: electric machinery. food
and kindred producta and primary metals. Chemical pro
ducta
still account
for about the same percent of total sales as they did in 1962.
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Forecasting Equation
Using the analysis on the preceding page d,ifferent combinations
of independent variables listed on page 12 1-rereselected and tested in
a stepnise regression program. Listed below is the regression equation
that explained the highest percent of the variation in industrial sales
for Indianapolis pouer and Light.
Table 17
Regression Analy?is of Industrial pouer Sales
t.9r Indianapolis power and Light
Independent Variable
Real G.N.P.
Regression
Coefficient- ..-
computed,
T-Value_
Simple Correlation
Coefficient
",.,.,'
0.686
Coefficient of Determina'l:;ion"" •987
Intercept ~ ~182S.221
Standard error of estimate = 93.270
The regression is Significant using
the F' distribution at .0.5, F ""1226 •.502
The residuals that this equation produces are listed on the
following page along with a forecast of industrial sales for Indianapolis
POWer and Light for 1972 thrOugh 1976. Actual sales along with the regression
equation forecast and the Company forecast are charted on page 37.
Table 18
Table of Residuals for Indiana olis power and Li ht
Actual Estimated
~
Sales Sales
Residuals-
1954 1020 968
52
1955 1158
1181 -23
1956 1228 1236
-8
1957 1307
1280 27
1958 1285
12Lf.4 41
1959 1487
1441 46
1960 . 1530 1522
8
1961 1614 1587
27
1962 1813
1811 2
1963 1937 195
6 -19
1964 2088 2163
-75
1965 2300
2415 -115
1966 2545
2691 -146
1967 2680
2809 -129
1968 2944 3
024 -80
,I\'!J
tll,,1
1969 3174
3148 26
\"J
1970 3293 31
16 177
..
1971 3457
3269 188
",,··i
"",, '
,.\.: ..'
,"::
,,:",.
Table 19
~egression ~uation Forecast
f9r IndianapoliS FOHer and Light
Year
Kvfh
-- -
1972
3671
1973
3946
1974
4234
1975
4537
1976
4855
Source of forecasts for independent variable:
Real G.N.P. - Olmsted, p. 43~
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In forecasting industrial Kwhsales, Indianapolis Fouer and Light
sales d.epartment intervievTs the fifty largest industrial customers to
determine what their expected future Kwh usage will be. 'I'hey combine
this information -vTi th the estimated Kwhsales for the remaining industrial
customers to arrive at the industrial sales forecast. The estimated
sales for the remaining industrial customers are determined by trending
the past sales data for each standard industrial code. Listed be.lou
are the industrial sales forecasted by Ind.1anapolis Power and Light. Also
for comparison are the industrial sales forecasted by the regression
equation.
Table 20
Comparison of Regression Equation Forecae-c
ni th Indianapolis POi-ferand Light's Forecast_
Company Regression
Year Forecast Equation Forecast Difference
1972
197.3
1974
1975
1976
3718 .3671 l~7
4063 3946 117
4l~1 4234- 207
l}857 4537 320
5315 4855 Ll-60
llhe differences betHeen the forecasts are somewhat,large, the re-
gression equation forecast being approximately 7 percent lOHor than the
Companyforecast. The -to-calpercentage increase estimated by +ho Company
for the period 1972 through 1976 is h3 percent while the re~ression
equation forecasts a 32 percent increase.
Future Indus'erial Grolfch
For 'hhe previous five year period, 1967 to 1971, industrial POHSl'
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sales gre~( at a 6.6 percent annual compound rate of growth. The regression
equat·aon and. the Company forecast gro~(th rates of 7.2 percent and 9.3
percent, respectively, for the period 1972 to 1976. The higher rate of
growth forecasted by the Company may be the result of known industrial
expa .nSlon by management. Indianapolis power and Light's broad economic
base is exemplified by the fact that only the G. N. P. is used to forecast
its' dan ustrial sales. Al though the transportation industry accounts for
a large percentage of total industrial sales, it is not a significant
var'lable for forecasting electrical power sales. The types of transporta-
tion industries in Indianapolis are mainly suppliers to the industry, and
do not exhibit the cyclical variation that the total auto industry exper-
iences. The one thing that may dampen illdustrial growth in Indianapolis
Power and Light's service territOry is the unavailability of land for
industrial expansion. Companies may find the land surrounding Marion
,County more plentiful and lesS costly.
NORTHERN INDIANA PUBLIC SERVICE COI~ANY
Northern Indiana'S service territOry covers the northern third of
the State, serving a population of abOut 1,000,000. ThiS represents
approximately 25 percent of total state population. Five of the largest
steel companies in the world have major plants in northern Indiana and
have allocated in excess of $2 billion for neW construction in that area.
l!!dustrial CharacteristiQ§,
To analyze Northern Indiana's service territOry industrial char-
acteristics and the trend that has occurred in the past 10 years, a
table showing the 10 largest, in termS of kilowatt-hour sales, types of
industries that Northern Indj_a.Il8.served in 1971 and also the sales these
same industries had in 1962, is presented on the follolung page.
, 4&lt .. ' ,
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Table 21
Ten Largest Types of IndustrieS
Served bl Nor~hern Indiana
1971 1262
Industry
KliH Percent Kim Percent
Sales Of Total Sales Of Total
1. Primary Hetal
(ODD's) (OOO's)
3,403,294 57.5% 1,749,368 62.0%
2. Chemical 758,137 12.8
236,458 8.4
3. Fabricated IvIetal 154,137 2.6
69,670 2.5
4. Petroleum 135,930 2.3
110,296 3.9
5. 'I'ranspoz-ta tion 118,852 2.0
109,918 3.9
6. l1achinery 72,973 1.2
30,652 1.1
7. Paper 69,273 1.2
64,899 2.3
8. Food and Kindred
36,791
'"
57,487 1.0 1.3
9. Stone, Clay & Glass 56,694
1.0 39,979 1.4
10. Electric IvIachineJ.:'Y 55,062 __9.!.2
36,552 _hl
'I'o ta.L 4,881J..~
~
g_,484,581 88.1%-
Total Industrial
Sales 2f 919l88~
100.0% 21819!821 100.0%~ --
In analyzing the 10 years from 1962 to 1971 the primary metal
industry has remained the largest user of electrical pOwer. Over 57 percent
of Northern Indiana's industrial sales are to this industry. ThiS is the
highest concentzation of one particular industry for any of the companies
in Indiana. This is no surprise. The area around Lake Michigan is one
of the largest steel producing centers in the nation. Chemicalproduction
is 'h~ e only other type of industry that haS sho.m substantial growth.
l'h
e other eight industries represent a relativelY small percentag
c
of
~~l· '~ndustrial poner sales.
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Forecasting Equation
Using the analysis on the preceding page different combinations
of independent variables listed.on page 12 were selected and tested in
a stepwise regression program. Listed belovT is the multiple regression
equation that explained the highest percent of the variation in industrial
sales for Northern Indiana.
Table 22
Multiple Regression Analysis of Industrial power Sales
for Northern Indian~
Regression computed
Partial Correlation
~::~I
l.ndependent Variabl~
."
Coefficient T-Value_
Coefficient
Time 303.680 15.424
.970
Steel Production .010
1.376 .335
Coefficient of Determination = .972
Intercept = -635.858
Standard error of estimate :::= 310.763
The regression is significant using
the F distribution at .05. F :::= 261.980
The residuals that this equation produces are listed on the
foIl t of industrial sales for Northern
owing page along uith a forecasIndi 6 Actual sales along uith the regression
ana for 1972 through 197 •
equation foreoast are charted on page 43·
us
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Table 23
Table of Residuals for Northern Indiana
Actual Estimated
Year Sales Sales Residuals
19.54 914 383 531
1955 1176 919 2.57
1956 1207 1208 -1
1957 1346 1491 -14.5
1958 1479 1573 -9
4
1959 1803 1943
-140
\ 1960 2292
2294 -2
1961 2494 2522
-28
1962 2820 2893 -73
1963 3046 3285 -239
1964 3231 3733 -502
1965 3569 4073 -5
04
1966 4154 4398 -244
1967 4707 4645
62
1968 5306 4984
322
1969 5891 5367
524
1970 5756 5591
16.5
1971 5920 5810
110
Table 24
Regression Equation Forecast
for North~ India~
Year Kllh- -
1972 6477
1973 6848
1974 7222
197.5 7600
1976 7982
SOurces of forecasts for independent variables:
Time
Steel Production _ McGraw-Hill, p. 17.
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Current Forecasting r1ethod
Northern Indiana did. not furnish a description of their current
forecasting method or a forecast of their future industrial power sales.
Future Industrial Growth
For the previous five year period, 1967 to 1971, industrial pOvler
sales grevr at a 7.4 percent annual compound. rate of gronth. The regression
equation forecasts a 5.l} percent annual compound rate of gronth for ·t.he
period 1972 to 1976. llith the future plans for expansion announced by the
steel companies the forecast by the regression equation seems lovr. By
adding a judgment factor to the forecast for the planned expansion, a
more realistic forecast is obtained and is listed beLom
Table 25
Adjusted Forecast for Northern Indiana
Original Judgment Adjusted
Year Forecast Factor F'orecast
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
6477 o 6477
6923
7372
7850
8382
75
7222
7600
7982
150
250
400
The compound rate of grol1th for the adjusted forecast for the period 1972
to 1976 is 6.7 percent.
~1----------~~~~
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Chapter 5
CONCLUSION
This chapter will summarize the multiple regression equations fore-
casts for each of the companies into one forecast for the State and speculate
on future uses of and methods for forecasting industrial power sales.
Listed below is the combined forecast for the State. Also listed
for comparison are power,sa1es for the U.S. On the following page these
data are charted.
Table 26
Indiana and U.S. Industrial ~lectrical Sales
INDIANA U.S.
~ KVlH
% Inc. K1t1H if Inc:;:
(Mi1lfOri'S) (Millions)
1'954 5238 -2.3 203919 5.3
1955 6123 16.9 257937
26.5
1956 6336 3.5 285760
10.8
1957 6435 1.6
291914 2.2
1958 6250 -2.8 283847
-2.8
1959 7341 17.5
312618 10.1
1960 8009 9.1 344799
10.3
1961 8442 5.4 347427
0.8
1962 9415 11.5 3739
16 7.6
1963 10127 7.6 38
8399 3.9
1964 10945 8.1 409356
5.4
1965 12068 10.3 433365
5.9
1966 13548 12.3 465
077 7.3
1967 14506 7.1
4860L~3 4.5
1968 16001 10.3
518834 6.8
1969 17615 10.1
557220 7.4
1970 17507 -0.6
572522 2.8
1971 18353 4.8
592700
~Absolute Average 7.2.
1972 19552 6.5
620200 4.6
1973 21022 7.5
675600 8.9
1974 22586 7.4
727600 7.7
1975 24272 7.5
779900 7.2
1976 25979 7.0
830400 6.5
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As the chart on the preceding page indicates Indiana industrial
power sales 'lill increase at a slower rate than U.S. industrial power sales.
For the previous five year period, 1967 to 1971, Indiana industrial power
sales grel'l at a 6.1 percent annual compoundrate of growth ~rhi1eU.S.
industrial pmrer sales during this sameperiod gre~rat a 4.4 percent.
For the next five years 1972 to 1976 Indiana industrial power sales are
forecasted. to grow at a 7.4 percent annual compound.rate of growth vlhi1e
the U.S. industrial power sales are forecasted to grow at a 7.6 percent
~I annual compound.rate of grov1th•
F'uture increases in industrial pmrer sales for Indiana during the
next 5 years will largely depend on the demandfor durable goods. Listed
below are the five industries that are the largest users of electrical
(
power in Indiana.
1. Primazy Heta1s
2. Transportation Equipment
3. Chemical
4. Electrical Ivlachinezy
All bUt one of the above, chemical, are in the manufacturing dur.>ble
.5 • Fa,brica ted Hetals
goods industry categOry. In 1967, 31.9 percent of Indiana'S total em-
ployment ""S in this same catogOry• ThiS compareswith 17. 3 percent for
4the nation. This high percent of employmentin durable goods manufacturing
and the types of industries that arc the largest users of electrical
power in the State explain the greater fluctuation (as indicated by the
table on page 45) in Indiana. industrial power sales whencomparedwith
the U.S.
4Heller, p. 4.
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In summarizing the results from the questionnaire, none of the
responding companies uses regression analysis to forecast industrial po~rer
sales. All the companies employ about the same methods, extrapolating
past trends nith a management judgment factor. The fact that none of
the companies uses more advanced techniques is not surprising. A survey
conducted by the New York chapter of the Planning Executive Institute
concluded that American business as a vrho Le is failing to use neuer,
5more sophisticated mathematical techniques for planning.
The regression analysis technique proposed in this paper offers
an alternative to methods previously used. It is not intended that
regression analysis totally replace current forecasting methods, but be
used in conjunction with current methods to identify factors affecting
growth in industrial pOrler sales. Also the model in this paper offers a
common method for forecasting industrial power sales for each of the
five investor-ol-med electric utilities. Regulatory agencies, suppliers
and other interested parties can use the model without knowing a great
deal of detailed information about the company. The Illinois Regulatory
Commission has already declared that it "ras time to give a fonrare look
to the regulatory process by considering the future rate base and revenue
needs of companies based upon data projections.6
During the next five years electric utilities of Indiana will be
required to expend huge sums of money because of ne..standards of
5Richard J. Coppinger and E. Ste.rart Epley, "J'he Non-Use of Advanced
Hathematical Techniques," Nanagerial Planning, Vol. 20, No. 6, ~lay/June 1972,
p. 15.
6Hilliam Kemrorthy, "The 'Forward Look' in Rate-Haking, II Electric
Light and POrrer, April 1972, p , 23.
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environmental control. If the utilities are to meet these standards
and also provid.e the lowest cost reliable service to the residents of
Indiana, accurate and advanced forecasting methods are essential.
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